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W hat’s N ew - W hat’s Hot

Editor’s N ote

The Poncho Returns; Scarf Rage Continues

Knitting Excitement Ahead

No doubt you’ve heard of the newest trend: ponchos. Not the “hippie”
ponchos of yore but truly hip ponchos. Ponchos in the morning, ponchos
in the evening, ponchos for every mood, time and
style in your life.
Whether a warm wooly, weighty enough to ward
off wintry winds, or a shimmering accessory for
candle-lit parties, or a “retro” version for funky
Saturday moments, the poncho exudes versatility and
possibilities unlike any other garment. With the ease
of a pullover, the drape of a shawl and the warmth of
a coat, ponchos are as easy to wear as they are to knit.
The Knit With’s twist on the poncho story is the
accessory poncho, worn for the sheer romanticism of color and drape. The
accessory poncho easily relaxes office attire or dressesup casual jeans. The Knit With presents patterns for
two styles of accessory ponchos to be knit in a variety
of yarns to reflect your personality. More than a dozen
poncho patterns are available, including the “retro”
look and ponchos sized to start at age 2.
Poncho knitting is perfect for new, or newly
returning, knitters to practice their skills. Ponchos
require minimal shaping and are as easy to knit as they
are to wear.
Whether rectangular, circular or
triangular, or to wear instead of coat or as an accessory over everything, the
poncho is the new, now garment.
The poncho’s re-emergence has not dimmed the appeal of the fashion
scarf – worn for fun, texture and color, no matter the
occasion. Fashion scarf knitting, combining slubs and
nubs, or lashes and ladders, brings a new emphasis and
excitement to otherwise routine attire.
And fashion scarves are not just for knitters either:
A new shop design for Autumn is a crocheted boa
where the single crochet stitch makes the texture!

Using a bulky weight, multi-colored and slightly
slubbed wool, this boa works up quickly.

( Continued, Page 2 )

Shop Changes

Exotic Yarns Dominate Autumn’s New Offerings
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Welcome to the first edition of The Knit With’s newsletter! Intended
to chronicle, advance and revel in our mutual excitement in the art and
craft of knitting, it is distributed electronically, and free-of-charge, to
knitters who call The Knit With their knitting home.
Here, you will find articles and ideas about what’s hot in knitting and
what’s new in the shop; we hope it will be your inside view on the events,
yarns, trends and designs which keep knitters in stitches. Keeping up with
the world of knitting is especially exciting now when knitting is enjoying
a general, and much deserved, and even public,
renaissance.
Each issue will feature Knitting Notes – articles
about, or giving directions for, stitches and
techniques to improve the appearance and wearabilty
of handknits. This issue contains a guide to knitting
abbreviations. Suggestions for future Knitting Notes
are always welcome.
The newsletter, long in Marge’s plans, awaited
computerization; before, the nuts and bolts of
implementing “it” just exceeded Marge’s ever so
practical grasp. With the shop firmly in the digital age (well, partially so)
and advancing to being fully on-line, the planning for “it” has come to the
fore. At last, the newsletter is a reality!
But
“it” needs a name! During development, Marge remained disenchanted
with the names proposed but insisted “it” be named. She often described
knitters, who call this shop their “yarn home”, as extended family
members; she desired to include this entire family in the naming process.
On Page 2, read more about naming “it” and how the eventual name will
be chosen and rewarded.
This Note is
incomplete without a memoriam to Marge, who died July 4. Both The
Philadelphia Inquirer and The Chestnut Hill Local published moving, if
different, tributes to Marge’s life. We can write little here which has not
been already published there about the major events and motivating forces
which so formed the multi-talented person and multi-
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New for the Autumn are many handpainted yarns featuring vibrant
colorways, exotic textures and different twists. Drawn primarily from
small, domestic artisan studios, the new yarns have been arriving steadily
since the first of August and are adding new dimension to the excitement
with the shop’s extensive selection of more than 500 natural fibre,
designer, novelty and artisan yarns.
Handpainted yarns are available in a number of colorways and a variety
of fibers. Mohair, whether brushed and boucleed, is especially suited to
handpainting where the richness of the colors complements the
( Continued, Page 4 )

Meet Our Staff

Yelena Cummings
An exceptionally gifted and skilled fibre artisan, Yelena Cummings
has been associated with The Knit With as chief finisher since 1982. To
each knitting or crochet garment she finishes, Yelena brings these twenty
plus (and more) years of knowledge, experience, unparalleled expertise
and a talent for finishing garments with just the right touch.
Born in Odessa, Yelena was the first in three generations to take up
needles – learning the dynamics of stitches at age of 6 from her grandmother’s elderly neighbor. As a girl, Yelena would often almost daily
join her mentor on her balcony to knit and share cookies between rows.
Yelena has mastered the full range of skills necessary to professionally assemble and finish knit and crocheted garments. She enjoys the
spectrum of garments available to her and derives both serenity and
satisfaction in the detective involved in matching tensions of other
knitters or in deciphering uncommon (whether deliberate or otherwise!)
stitches.
In collaboration with both Marge and Jim over the years, Yelena has
resolved many seemingly insurmountable finishing problems. Her
passion for knitting and crochet is well matched with incomparable skills,
talents and the “golden hands” of a master finisher. The Knit With is
proud of Yelena as chief finisher and in her friendship with Marge and
Jim.

Stash Busters: What Is It, How It Works
This occasional column will appear as an alert for knitters to break
into (and break up) their stashes: another knitter is in distress and needs
a little more of a specific yarn which the shop can no longer obtain
because of discontinuation or a dye-lot change.
Here, we list the yarns needed by brand and name, general color and
specific color and dyelot numbers. If the yarn sounds familiar, on behalf
of all of our fellow knitters, please bust into your stash, relieve another
knitter’s distress and perhaps make a new friend by offering your excess
ball of the required yarn to another knitter.

How Stash Busters Works:
1. Stash Busters Alerts are only for discontinued yarns or dyelot matches.
2. All Stash Busters requests are by e-mail to TKWquestions@msn.com,
Re: Stash Busters Alert.
3. Requests for Alerts must be reasonably limited in the need for
additional yarn, provide all particulars (brand or distributor name, general
color shade, specific color and dyelot numbers) e-mail address and both
daytime and evening phone numbers for verification purposes.
4. Knitters requesting a Stash Busters Alert are sent an e-mail confirming receipt of the request. Prior to publication of any requested Alert,
The Knit With will verify the continuing need for a Stash Busters Alert;
only 3 telephone attempts for verification will be made.
5. All verified Stash Buster requests are published as Alerts in the next
edition of the newsletter.
6. Knitters offering to bust into their stashes to eliminate another’s
distress should provide, by email to TKWquestions@msn.com, Re: Stash
Busters Rescue, their daytime and evening phone numbers (for
verification purposes) and permission for The Knit With to release the
rescuer’s e-mail address to the knitter who has requested the Alert.
7. Upon receipt of a Stash Busters Rescue message, the Knit With will
confirm receipt of the rescue offer and will later verify the rescue offer by
telephone. Following verification, The Knit With will send an e-mail to
the knitter requesting the Alert communicating the name and e-mail
address of the knitter offering to bust into her stash and assist the knitter
in distress.
The Stash Buster Alerts is a complimentary service. The Knit With
has no role in any agreement between the knitters for the transfer of yarn
from one knitter’s stash to another knitter’s needles and The Knit With
assumes no liability therefor.

Name the Newsletter, Your Nominations Please
This little darling should not long go unnamed. As a recipient of this
quarterly, you have an interest in what the newsletter is, does for you and
is named. Please participate in naming the newsletter.
Proposed names may be submitted personally or by by e-mail to:
TKWquestions@msn.com, Re: Name the Newsletter. Use the form below
for the necessary particulars. Submissions must include a telephone
number and e-mail address for verification purposes. You may submit
more than one proposal but each proposal should be made separately.
All acceptable proposals will be listed in a forthcoming newsletter
edition; a vote will be taken for your favorites among the proposals. Professional marketers and communicators have been selected to choose the
name from among the five proposals with the greatest number of votes or
from a name of their own creation. The submitter of the eventual
newsletter name will be rewarded with a $50 gift certificate from The Knit
With. The submitters of the two most highly voted proposed names will
each receive $25 gift certificates from The Knit With.
If you’ve already thought of the newsletter’s name, please be aware
that all proposals should positively communicate a knitting connection and
not be already used as the name of another shop’s newsletter, the
registered name of another shop or the name of a general circulation
publication. Proposed names will be evaluated to exclude already used
names, negative puns or plays on words, prior to being posted for general
voting. All submissions become the property of The Knit With, with all
rights to the commercial use of proposed names vesting solely in therein.
To: T he Knit W ith
R e: N ame the N ewsletter

D ate:

Submitted by:
T elephone Number:
E-mail Address:
Proposed Newsletter N ame:
B y subm itting this proposal, I acknowledg e that I knowing ly relinquish any and all
com m ercial rights t o t h e nam e subm itted; further, I waive all objections to the
authenticity of this docum ent when used for any purpose by The K nit With, its directors,
agents and em ployees and assig ns, and attest that m y printed nam e below constitutes a
valid and leg ally binding sig nature when electronically received by The K nit With.
/s/

________________________

Editor’s Note, From Page 1
multi-faceted personality we all knew Marge to be – except to say that
foremost were her friendships, especially those formed with fellow
knitters, founded upon her ability to relate to people from all walks as if
they were members of her immediate family and friendships so infused
with her genuine sincerity and love. This, together with her determination,
practicality, patience, quiet modesty, the willingness to share, to learn and
to teach, are attributes which inspire us to continue to serve you – as are
the many kindnesses experienced since July 4.
Marge ever remains a force at The Knit With, just as she has since turning
over management to Jim some years ago. Her vision – that the shop
continually delight knitters with natural fiber, designer and novelty yarns
and be staffed with shopkeepers possessing knitting knowledge, a genuine
interest in both you and the success of your knitting projects – continues
without so much as a half-hitch.
Changes will, no doubt, come to the shop, just as the shop has evolved
almost unrecognizably from its opening displays of 35 years ago. The
changes already underway, and planned with Marge, add new excitement
to the shop and your shopping experience. Whatever other changes may
come, you can count on The Knit With continuing well into the twentyfirst century as your knitting home, continuing our Founder’s vision and
infused with her personality and sincerity, and bringing you the yarns,
designs and services to delightfully keep you in stitches.
B ill, D awn and Jim

Knitting Notes

p2sso
pwise

purlwise. Enter st as to p but perform instruction instead.

pf & b

pu rl front a nd ba ck. p 1 but keep st on LH N , p in back of same st. A n
increase.

p2 tog

purl next tw o stitches together. Enter 2 sts on LH N as 1 st, p tog. A
decrease technique.

RC

right cross. Abb for cable instruction stated separately.

rem

remaining.

rep

repeat.

rev

reverse

Understanding Printed Knitting
Common Knitting Pattern Abbreviations
Understanding abbreviations is key to reading printed knitting.
Reading printed knitting is unnecessarily made complex when pattern
writers wrongly identify, or define, the abbreviations used in their
patterns. No list of knitting abbreviations is ever complete (cabling has
a set of abbreviations all unto itself). The following are those
abbreviations, and their meanings, most often encountered.

pass two sl sts over last st worked. A decrease technique.

rev St st reverse stockinette (p a row, k a row) p side is show ing side of finished
knitting.
rib

work stated sts in border or ribbing pat, frequently entire row.

RHN

right-hand needle (or needle holding sts already worked).

rnds

rounds, rows worked circularly.

rsr

right side row.

abbreviation

RS

right side.

alternate or non-pattern row.

sk

skip stated number of sts.

beg

begin or beginning.

SK P

sl 1, k 1, psso. Abb for several abbs. D ecreased st slants left.

bet

between.

SK Po

See, SKP

bind off. Pat 2 sts to RH N . W ith LH N , enter second st and pass over the
first st; one st rem. Rep across row.

SK Psso

See, SKP

SK 2P

sl 1, k 2 sts tog, psso.

cc

contrasting colored yarn.

sl

slip stated sts to RH N (enter st in direction of st foll st to be slipped).

cn

cable needle.

sl st

slip st. See, sl.

CO

cast on. M ake completed sts not merely yarn loops.

ssk

co

cast off (usually to a holder but alas often confused with BO . W hen in
doubt, keep the stitches alive baby!).

slip, slip, knit. Separately sl 2 sts kwise to RH N , then with LH N , k both sts
tog tbl. D ecreased st slants left.

sssk

col

color

slipseparately sl next 3 sts kwise then with LH N , k all sts tog tbl. D ecreased
st slants left.

cont

continue, work as already given without further shaping.

ssp

slip, slip, purl. Separately sl next 2 sts kwise, p both sts tog tbl.

dec

decrease (alas, often without a specific instruction as to how).

st(s)

stitch(es).

dpn

double pointed needles.

St st

stockinette stitch.

followed, following.

tbl

through back loop(s).

garter st.

tog

together. Stated number of sts worked as one st.

inc

increase (alas, often without a specific instruction as to how).

wrs

wrong side row.

k

knit

ws

wrong side (intended as inside of garment) as defined by CO.

kb

knit into back of next stated number of sts. Same as k tbl.

w&t

wrap and turn (used most often in short rows).

knit front and back . k 1 but keep st. on LH N , k into back of same st.
Increased st mirrors a bound off st. Perhaps most common method of
increasing but not suitable for st st.

wyib

with yarn in back, held as to knit.

wyif

with yarn in front, held as to purl.

x

times. Perform stated instruction given number of times.

yb

yarn back. M ove yarn to back of needle, as if to knit.

yf

yarn forward M ove yarn to front of needle, as if to purl. Also, the simplest
of the yos performed when yo is to be made after a k st and foll by a k st.:
bring yarn forward as if to p, but k instead.

abb
alt

BO

foll
G st

kf & b

k tbl

knit through back loop. See, kb.

k2 tog

knit next 2 sts together. Enter 2 sts on LH N and k tog. D ecreased st slants
right.

kwise

knitwise. Enter st as to k but perform stated instruction instead.

LC

left cross. Abb for a cable instruction stated separately.

yfwd

yarn forward. See, yf.

LH N

left-hand needle (needle holding stitches to be worked).

yfrn

yarn forward and round needle. See, yrn

m

marker.

yo

mb

make bobble as separately instructed.

yarn over (alas, often w ithout a specific instruction as to how). Can be
performed as yf, yon, yrn or ytn as context requires. O ften “conf-”used for
yf.

meas

measures.

yon

MC

main color.

M1

make one. Invisible increase ideal for st st. W ith RH N , enter loop from st
one row down, twist st. onto LH N , k or p st as required by pattern.

yarn over needle. Specific yo performed after p st when yo is foll by k st.
Yarn, already forward, is first draped from front to back and over RHN ,
yarn may need to be held in back while performing next st.

yrn

yarn round needle. Discrete yo performed after k st when yo is foll by a p st.
Performed by combining first a yf and then yon foll by yf.

ytn

ya rn on top of needle. Discrete yo after p st when yo is foll by p st.
Performed by combining yon and yf. Rare.

( )

Parentheses may be used to state an alt method of instru ction or provide
direction for different sizes.
perform instruction within parentheses stated times.

M 1P

make one as p. Pick up horizontal bar before next st and p tbl.

M3

make 3 sts (k1, p1, k1 all in next st). T wo sts increased.

p

purl

pat

pattern, work stated sts in pat st.

pat st

pattern stitch.

( ) times

purl into back of next st (s) stated number of sts.

[ ] times

perform instruction within brackets stated number of times.

*

indication of pat. repetition, rep instruction stated number of times.

* *

rep all instructions between the asterisks.

pb
pm

place marker.

psso

pass sl st over last st worked. D ecreased st slants left.

From The Bookshelf ® :

Newly Released Tradebooks In-Stock
Autumn H ours

Simple Knits With a Twist, Unique Projects for Creative Knitters by
Erika Knight; published 2004 by Stewart, Tabori &
Chang; hardbound at $ 19. 95. Imaginative hardly
describes Erika’s latest. Imagine an Aran-knit
slipcover for an over-stuffed chair, or garter stitch
napkin rings and egg baskets, or knitted pictures
framed on the living room wall. For those who desire
to be surrounded in knitting, as well as yarn, this book
gives a whole new approach to defining the knitted
possibilities, many a little funky but all creative.

Tuesdays to Saturdays 1 0 AM to 6 P M , Wednesdays ’til 8 P M
Sundays 1 1 AM to 5 P M
H oliday C losing Schedule
N ovember 24 (day before Thanksgiving)
N ovember 25 (Thanksgiving D ay)
D ecember 24 (Christmas E ve)
D ecember 25 (Christm as D ay)
D ecember 31 (N ew Y ears E ve)
January 1 (N ew Y ears D ay)

–
–
–
–
–
–

1 PM
Closed
1 PM
Closed
1 PM
Closed
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Denim People, 30 Designs from Rowan for Men & Women by Kim
Hargreaves et al; published 2004 by Rowan Yarns at $ 21. 95.
Maggie's Ireland, Designer Knits on Location by Maggie Jackson;
published 2004 by XRX Books, hardbound at $ 37.95. A lavish, “oh,
take me there” artbook illustrating the topography of
Maggie’s native land and her designing mind.
Includes fully illustrated and clearly diagramed
patterns using native Irish yarns ( Donegal tweeds and
linens) or spun from Maggie’s imagination ( Maggie
now has her own line of yarns, some of which are
available in the shop). More than a knitting design
book, but a book for knitters all the same.
Knitting on the Edge, the Essential Collection of 350 Decorative
Borders by Nicky Epstein; published 2004 by Sixth & Spring Books,
hardbound at $ 29.95. By the author of Knitted
Embellishments, Knitting on the Edge is, in reality,
a stitch dictionary, compiling in one source stitches
ideally suited as borders or as embellishments.
Inspirational for designers and knitters of most skill
levels who have tired with garter and twisted rib
borders. Not a single ho-hum border anywhere! A must book for the
independent and adventurous knitter!
Two-End Knitting, A Traditional Scandinavian Technique also known
as Twined Knitting by Anne-Maj Ling; published 2004 by Schoolhouse
Press at $ 23. 50. Yet another of Schoolhouse Press’ wonders for master
knitters. Richly illustrated stitch charts (in serious black, grey and white
no less), this book is a specimen in both cultural and technical knitting,
documenting the old-way of knitting from both ends of a pull-from-thecenter ball.
The Bookshelf ® , really a specialty bookstore within the shop, brings
you hundreds of knitting books published world-wide in softbound covers,
unless noted otherwise. The complete range is posted on the website for
your easy reference. Whether a stitch dictionary, specialized technique
text or a coffee-table “artbook”, tradebooks make wonderful gifts and
belong in every knitter’s home library.

Staff Pick: From The Bookshelf ®:
Knitters Handbook, A Comprehensive Guide to the Principles and
Techniques of Handknitting by Montse Stanley; published 2001 by
Reader's Digest, softbound at $ 19.95. Perhaps the most
“must-have” book, Knitters Handbook is both a primer and
an encyclopedia of techniques. Need a decrease, here you’ll
find clearly written and illustrated directions for multiple
decreases allowing you to choose the precise decrease which
is best for your application. Need an increase, a yarn over,
well you get the idea. Not just a wish list book, but indispensable for
knitters of all skill levels and a basic for every knitting library.

Autumn Classes
The Autumn, 2004 series of classes and workshops began the week of
September 20. As many class attendees will attest, attending classes is a
great way to develop, improve and expand your skills and to join in the
fellowship of other knitters. Check out the Knitter’s Academy page on the
website for complete descriptions of all classes and workshops offered by
The Knit With and find the one which is right for you. Why not plan to
register for a Winter class with a friend or two!

Exotic Yarns Dominate, From Page 1
use of a larger needle, handpainted mohairs are ideal for one-of-a-kind
shawls, jackets or coats – delightfully light to wear but warm beyond their
lack of bulk. Mohair is a natural favorite of hand painting artisans and we
offer both the melodious moods of Mountain Colors and the evocatively
earthy and emotive tones of Cherry Tree Hill. Packaged in hand twisted
skeins, these yarns bring as much sheer pleasure to the hand while knitting
as to the eye before and after knitting. A more vibrant hand-painted yarn
is a wool boucle from Schaeffer Yarns of New York. Available in a range
of multi-hued colorways, this heavier weight takes to a larger needle for
a solo performance without the need to blend another yarn either for color,
texture or bulk
Among many other new products are two styles of needles especially
made for scarf knitting. From Lakewood, a small company in the
American Upper Midwest, come 7 inch length birch needles with
traditional Shaker ball heads and gauged to US sizes 8 through 50. Also
in the 7 inch length, and from India, are mahogany needles in sizes 10
through 19. These shorter lengths are ideal for scarf knitting; the points
and shafts are exceptionally smooth but allow more control of slippery
novelties which make accessory scarves so fun to knit and wear. Once you
use either of these brands of needles, you will wonder why you ever knit
a 9 stitch scarf on a 10 inch needle! These new needles round out The
Knit With’s presentation of better quality instruments from Addi, Brittany,
Clover, Susan Bates and Swallow.
Also new is the lighting, and country hutch both in shop’s innermost
room. Late in the Spring, for five consecutive Mondays, carpenters,
painters and electricians were busy creating lighting valances to
illuminate the displays of wondrous wools, mohairs, alpacas, and silks.
Other changes are in the works: the large Germantown Avenue
room will soon have improved lighting to complement the re-vamped and
expanded needle and necessaries display. Re-arrangement of the sales
counter and a more open feel to this space is coming, as is the
computerization of the shop’s inventory and invoicing. Perhaps you’ve
noticed the expanded leaflet rack where you can now easily, and
comfortably, peruse more than 1,000 designs for almost every conceivable
garment from knitting’s foremost publishers and innovative artisan
authors, drawn from all points in North America, Europe and the Far East.

